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Abstract
We analyze some features of the roˆle that extra dimensions, of radius R in the
TeV−1 range, can play in the soft breaking of supersymmetry and the spontaneous
breaking of electroweak symmetry. We use a minimal model where the gauge and
Higgs sector of the MSSM are living in the bulk of five dimensions and the chiral
multiplets in a four-dimensional boundary. Supersymmetry is broken in the bulk
by the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism and transmitted to the boundary by radiative
corrections. The particle spectrum is completely predicted as a function of a unique
R-charge. The massless sector corresponds to the pure Standard Model and elec-
troweak symmetry is radiatively broken with a light Higgs weighing <∼ 110 GeV.
The µ-problem is solved and Higgsinos, gauginos and heavy Higgses acquire masses
∼ 1/R. Chiral sfermions acquire radiative squared-masses ∼ αi/R2. The effective
potential is explicitly computed in the bulk of extra dimensions and some cosmolog-
ical consequences can be immediately drawn from it. Gauge coupling running and
unification is studied in the presence of Scherk-Schwarz supersymmetry breaking.
The unification is similar to that in the supersymmetric theory.
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1
1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of strong and electroweak interactions is being tested by present
high-energy colliders for energies <∼ 200 GeV and proved to describe the corresponding
interactions with great accuracy. By the same token those experiments are putting limits
on the scale of new physics, suggesting thus that extra matter, if it exists, is only relevant
in the TeV scale range. In particular these limits do apply to the best motivated of the
phenomenological low-energy extensions of the SM, its minimal supersymmetric extension
(MSSM), putting bounds around the TeV on the mass of the supersymmetric partners.
On the other hand, the origin of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) mechanism
remains as the missing building block of the SM, or any low energy extension thereof,
given the fact that the Higgs field has been shown so elusive in all experiments to the
present day. In the context of the MSSM the problems of the origin and stability of the
EWSB scale are alleviated because the latter is related to the scale of supersymmetry
breaking, and it is further protected against radiative corrections by supersymmetry: the
sensitivity of the Higgs squared-mass to the high scale is not quadratic (as in the case of
the SM) but only logarithmic. However the origin of supersymmetry breaking remains as
the big unsolved problem in these theories.
The presence of supersymmetry in the low-energy extension of the SM is further
supported by the fact that consistent fundamental theories aiming to unify gauge and
gravitational interactions at high scales (string theories) are supersymmetric. A common
feature of these theories is the presence of (compactified) extra dimensions. If all dimen-
sions are small, of the order of the Planck or GUT length, their detectability is outside
the scope of present or future accelerators. However if some radii are larger, they might
have a number of theoretical and phenomenological implications [1]-[4].
From the fundamental point of view the presence of large extra dimensions has been
proved to be essential to describe the strong coupling regime of certain string theories [5],
while TeV scale superstrings have been constructed [6, 7, 8]. From the more phenomeno-
logical point of view the presence of large dimensions can play a prominent role for gauge
coupling unification [9, 10, 11, 12], for neutrino mass generation [13], to provide possible
alternative solutions to the hierarchy problem [14]-[18], and as a transmitter of super-
symmetry breaking between different boundaries [19]. On the other hand theories with a
TeV higher dimensional Planck scale predict modifications of gravitational measurements
in the sub-millimeter range [20], while some features of TeV-scale quantum gravity the-
ories have recently been worked out [21]. Finally experimental detection of TeV radii in
future accelerators has been proposed as an unambiguous signature of large extra dimen-
sions [22, 23].
In the above theoretical constructions, where compactification scales are in the TeV
range, it is therefore tempting to assume that both the compactification scale of large
dimensions and the scale of supersymmetry breaking have a common origin. This is
the case if supersymmetry is broken by a continuous compactification along the compact
dimension by means of the so-called Scherk-Schwarz (SS) mechanism [24, 25]. The SS
mechanism has been recently used to break supersymmetry in sectors with which we
only share gravitational [26, 27] interactions (gravity mediated scenarios) and also in
sectors that share gauge interactions with the observable sector [28]-[31] (gauge mediated
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scenarios).
In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the latter scenarios, where both the compact-
ification and the supersymmetry breaking scales are in the TeV range and can then leave
a characteristic signature in the present or next generation of high-energy colliders: these
scenarios will in this way be testable in the near future. In particular we will concentrate
in simple five-dimensional (5D) models where SS compactification acts on the fifth di-
mension, as those presented in Refs. [29, 31], where the main features of electroweak and
supersymmetry breaking already appear. In this sense our approach will be a bottom-up
one, but keeping in mind that it might possibly appear in compactifications of some more
fundamental higher dimensional theory. However, as we will see the resulting low energy
theory will show very little sensitivity to the physics at the high scale (cutoff).
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we will present the simplest MSSM
extension in 5D, compactified on S1
/
Z2, along the lines of the model analyzed in Refs. [29,
31]. All non-chiral matter (the gauge and Higgs sectors) will be placed on the bulk of
the fifth dimension while chiral matter (chiral fermion supermultiplets) live on the 4D
boundaries. The corresponding 5D and 4D tree-level lagrangians and their interactions
are explicitly written in subsections 2.1 and 2.2, including contact interactions, between
fields in the bulk and the boundary, which are necessary for the consistency of the theory.
Supersymmetry is broken by the SS mechanism in the bulk, using the U(1)R R-symmetry
of the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra. The resulting massless spectrum contains just
the SM particle content plus the sfermions living on the boundary that do not have
excitations along the fifth dimension and thus do not receive any mass from the SS
mechanism. One-loop radiative corrections will be studied in section 3 for the bulk,
subsection 3.1, and the boundary, subsection 3.2. In the bulk the one-loop effective
potential, in the background of the Higgs field zero-mode, is computed and found to have
a closed analytic form in terms of polylogarithm functions. The Higgs squared-mass at
the origin is computed by diagrammatic methods and shown to agree with that obtained
from the effective potential: it is positive definite in the minimal MSSM extension, which
asks for radiative corrections on the boundary to trigger electroweak symmetry breaking
(a common procedure in theories where supersymmetry breaking is gauge mediated to
the squark and slepton sector). Radiative corrections on the boundary are computed in
subsection 3.2 by using diagrammatic methods. Supersymmetry breaking is mediated
by gauge and Yukawa interactions from the bulk to the boundary. Explicit expressions
are given for soft-breaking terms. In particular soft masses for sfermions and trilinear
soft-breaking couplings are computed. Due to the presence of the fifth dimension the
breaking is extremely soft and does not depend at all on the details of the ultraviolet
physics. The soft masses can then be predicted as a function of a unique R-charge.
Electroweak symmetry breaking is analyzed in section 4. It is triggered (as in gauge
mediation) by two-loop corrections induced on the Higgs mass at the origin from sfermion
soft masses on the boundary. These corrections are numerically relevant, due to the
smallness of the bulk-generated positive Higgs squared-mass, and must be the leading two-
loop corrections to the effective potential. Minimization of the whole effective potential
leads to electroweak symmetry breaking at the correct scale with a light SM-like Higgs
and very heavy supersymmetric particles. The rough features of the mass spectrum are
as follows: the Higgs mass is bounded by <∼ 110 GeV, squarks and sleptons have masses
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∼ 1 TeV while heavy Higgses, gauginos and Higgsinos weigh ∼ 10 TeV. The model
does not have any µ-problem in the sense that the SS mechanism provides an effective
µ-parameter ∼ 1/R. It predicts a light Higgs, which means that it can be probed in
LEP, and a right-handed slepton as the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) which
can generate a cosmological problem unless R-parity is broken or there are light right-
handed neutrinos [31, 32]. Other alternative models with heavier Higgses and a neutralino
as LSP have been discussed in section 5. The most obvious possibility is having the
chiral and gauge sector living in the bulk of the fifth dimension and the Higgs sector on
the boundaries. These models suffer from the µ-problem and present some experimental
peculiarities. Finally the issue of unification in the presence of SS supersymmetry breaking
has been studied in section 6. We have shown that gauge coupling running for the theory
with SS supersymmetry breaking proceeds as in supersymmetric theories. In particular
we have shown that the dependence of the gauge coupling running on the SS breaking
parameters is extremely tiny, and corresponds to one part in 107. Section 7 contains
our conclusions and appendices A and B are devoted to present some technical details
corresponding to the problem of gauge-fixing in the 5D theory and the calculation of the
effective potential.
2 Tree-level Lagrangian
In this section we present a simple model based on an N = 1 5D theory compactified on
S1
/
Z2. The gauge sector and the non-chiral matter live in the bulk of the fifth dimension.
In the minimal model the non-chiral matter consists on the Higgs sector. In non-minimal
models we could add any vector-like extra matter, as e.g. SU(2)L triplets or complete
SU(5) representations plus their anti-particles. In what follows we will restrict ourselves
to the minimal model. N = 1 4D chiral multiplets, with well defined renormalizable
interactions with themselves and with the bulk fields, live on the 4D boundaries (fixed
points of the orbifold S1
/
Z2). The reason for having the chiral matter on the boundary is
not chirality, that can be preserved by the Z2-projection, but the fact that chiral fermions
in the bulk would not receive any mass from the electroweak breaking mechanism due to
the underlying N = 2 4D symmetry of the Lagrangian.
2.1 Fields in the 5D bulk
The gauge fields in the 5D bulk belong to the vector supermultiplet V = gVαT α, where
T α are the generators in the adjoint representation of the gauge group SU(3)×SU(2)L×
U(1)Y and g the corresponding gauge couplings. The on-shell field content of V is V =
(VM , λ
i,Σ), where M = µ, 5 (µ is the 4D index), λi is a simplectic-Majorana spinor
whose superindex i = 1, 2 transforms as a doublet of the SU(2)R R-symmetry and Σ is a
real scalar. The Higgs fields belong to the hypermultiplets Ha (an SU(2)L-doublet with
hypercharge Y = −1/2) whose superindex a = 1, 2 transforms as the doublet of a global
group SU(2)H . The field content, on-shell, of the Higgs hypermultiplets is H
a = (Hai ,Ψ
a),
where Hai are complex Higgs doublets and Ψ
a Dirac spinors.
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The 5D lagrangian for vector and hypermultiplets is given by [29, 33]
L5 = Tr 1
g2
{
−1
2
F 2M,N + |DMΣ|2 + iλiγMDMλi − λi
[
Σ, λi
]}
+ |DMHai |2 + iΨaγMDMΨa −
(
i
√
2H†ia λiΨ
a + h.c.
)
−ΨaΣΨa
− H†ia Σ2Hai −
g2
2
∑
m,α
[
H†ia (σ
m)ji T
αHaj
]2
, (2.1)
where the SU(2)R × SU(2)H invariance is explicit.
Upon compactification of the theory on S1
/
Z2 the 5D fields are classified under the
Z2 parity into even and odd fields. The even fields are the vector multiplet (Vµ, λ
1
L) and
the chiral multiplets (H22 ,Ψ
2
L) and (H
1
1 ,Ψ
1
R). The odd fields are the chiral multiplets
(V5,Σ, λ
2
L), (H
2
1 ,Ψ
2
R), and (H
1
2 ,Ψ
1
L). The Z2 parity projects out half of the states. In fact
the odd component of the zero modes is projected away while the net number of towers
is divided by two since the positive non-zero modes of odd fields replace the negative
non-zero modes of even fields. In this way the zero modes have an N = 1 supersymmetry
while the non-zero modes are arranged into N = 2 multiplets in the way that can be seen
in Table 1.
N = 1 zero modes N = 2 non-zero (n > 0) modes
Vector Chiral Vector Hyper
V
(0)
µ H
2 (0)
2 H
1 (0)
1 V
(n)
µ ; Σ(n), V
(n)
5 H
1 (n)
1 ; H
1 (n)
2 H
2 (n)
2 ; H
2 (n)
1
λ
1 (0)
L Ψ
2 (0)
L Ψ
1 (0)
R λ
1 (n)
L ; λ
2 (n)
L Ψ
1 (n)
R ; Ψ
1 (n)
L Ψ
2 (n)
L ; Ψ
2 (n)
R
Table 1: Complete N = 1 towers of states in the model.
We have separated by a semicolumn the non-zero modes coming from an even 5D field
(on the left hand side) from those coming from an odd 5D field (on the right hand side).
We can then see in Table 1 how the complete (n = −∞, . . . ,+∞) towers are constituted.
As we can see from Table 1 the massless sector of the theory coincides with the MSSM.
The zero modes of the gauge and Higgs 5D fields are 4D fields with N = 1 supersymmetric
interactions, while the chiral fields are required to live on the boundaries and so they are
genuine 4D N = 1 fields, as we will see in the next section, and they complete, along with
the zero modes of the bulk fields, the MSSM. Of course, to agree with experimental data
supersymmetry has to be broken. The Scherk-Schwarz (SS) mechanism [24] was used
in Ref. [29] to break supersymmetry by means of a U(1)R × U(1)H global symmetry of
the theory (a subgroup of the previously mentioned SU(2)R × SU(2)H group) with the
corresponding charges (qR, qH)
1, which the mass spectrum depends upon 2.
1The SS mechanism has deep roots in supergravity [24] and superstring [25] theories, where it is
known to break spontaneously local supersymmetry. Had we included gravity, the 4D N = 1 supergravity
constituted by the zero modes would be spontaneously broken with a gravitino massm3/2 = qR/R, where
R is the fifth dimension radius.
2Strictly speaking only the R-symmetry U(1)R breaks supersymmetry, while U(1)H generates a com-
mon (supersymmetric) mass shift for bosons and fermions. This can be explicitly seen from the mass
spectrum of Table 2: had we taken qR = 0 the corresponding mass spectrum would be supersymmetric.
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After the SS supersymmetry breaking the n-KK mass eigenstates (n > 0) are now
given by two Majorana fermions (gauginos) λ(±n), two Dirac fermions (Higgsinos) H˜(±n)
and four scalar bosons (Higgses) h(±n) and H(±n), defined by
λ(±n) ≡
(
λ
1 (n)
L ± λ2 (n)L
)/√
2 ,
H˜(±n) ≡ (Ψ1 (n) ±Ψ2 (n)) /√2 ,
h(±n) ≡
[
H
1 (n)
1 +H
2 (n)
2 ∓
(
H
1 (n)
2 −H2 (n)1
)] /
2 ,
H(±n) ≡
[
H
1 (n)
1 −H2 (n)2 ∓
(
H
1 (n)
2 +H
2 (n)
1
)] /
2 . (2.2)
The corresponding masses are given in Table 2
Field Mass
λ(n)
|n+ qR|
R
H˜(n)
|n+ qH |
R
h(n)
|n+ (qR − qH)|
R
H(n)
|n+ (qR + qH)|
R
Table 2: Mass eigenvalues of KK states.
where now n ∈ Z runs over a whole tower.
The masses of the zero modes of the even 5D Higgses
h(0) =
1√
2
(
H
1 (0)
1 +H
2 (0)
2
)
,
H(0) =
1√
2
(
H
1 (0)
1 −H2 (0)2
)
, (2.3)
are given by (qR − qH)/R and (qR + qH)/R, respectively. In the generic case qR 6= qH no
massless zero mode is left in the theory and this prevents electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB). In the particular case qR = qH ≡ ω the Higgs doublet h(0) is massless, the Higgs
sector coincides with that of the Standard Model and EWSB can proceed by radiative
corrections, as we will discuss in section 4 where we will focus on this case. In the limiting
case ω = 1/2 there is an extra massless mode, H(−1) and the Higgs sector is identical to
that of the MSSM. This case will also be discussed in section 4 where we will prove that it
is phenomenologically unappealing due to the fact that the down fermion sector remains
massless since the Higgs that couple to it do not get a VEV.
2.2 Fields on the 4D boundary
When considering a 5D theory in an orbifold S1
/
Z2 coupled to two 4D boundaries, one
has to be careful when dealing with the off-shell formulation of 5D supermultiplets. The
reason being, as discussed in Ref. [19], that on top of the even 5D fields, also the ∂5 of
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odd 5D fields couple to the boundary, since they are part of the auxiliary fields of the
corresponding N = 1 supersymmetry algebra.
In the case of a vector multiplet in the bulk, the off-shell multiplet is obtained by
adding an SU(2)R triplet of real-valued auxiliary fields X
A [33]: V = (VM , λ
i,Σ, XA).
Classification under Z2 yields even (Vµ, λ
1
L, X
3) and odd (V5,Σ, X
1,2) vector superfields.
On the boundary, it was shown in Ref. [19], that the off-shell multiplet (Vµ, λ
1
L, D), with
D = X3 − ∂5Σ , (2.4)
closes the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra. The reason for that can be traced from the
transformation law of the particular combination (2.4): it transforms as a total derivative
under a supersymmetry transformation, which is precisely what it is expected for a D-field.
The same argument is valid in the case of a hypermultiplet in the bulk 3. The even
auxiliary field get mixed with the odd field of the 5D hypermultiplet. In particular,
the off-shell Higgs hypermultiplet is given by Ha = (Hai ,Ψ
a, F ai ), which splits into even,
(H22 ,Ψ
2
L, F
2
2 ), (H
1
1 ,Ψ
1
R, F
1
1 ), and odd, (H
2
1 ,Ψ
2
R, F
2
1 ), (H
1
2 ,Ψ
1
L, F
1
2 ), chiral superfields. On
the boundary, the off-shell chiral supermultiplets are:
H2 =
(
H22 ,Ψ
2
L, F2
)
,
H1 =
(
H1†1 ,Ψ
1
R, F
†
1
)
, (2.5)
where the corresponding F -fields are given by
F2 = F
2
2 − ∂5H21 ,
F1 = F
1
1 − ∂5H12 , (2.6)
The auxiliary F - and D-fields appear now in the 4D lagrangian of the boundary fields
as in a normal N = 1 lagrangian. When those fields are integrated out by means of their
equations of motions, new interactions terms do appear. We will now use those results in
our particular model, the full development can be seen in Ref. [19].
Let us consider a family of left- and right-handed quark superfields (Q˜, qL), (U˜ , uR)
and (D˜, dR) living on the boundary at x5 = 0
4. Since only the 5D even fields are non
vanishing at x5 = 0, the gauge and Higgs supermultiplets form N = 1 supermultiplets on
the boundary.
The gauge superfield, (Vµ, λ
1
L, X
3−∂5Σ), couplings to the left-handed quark superfields
3In this case two different auxiliary fields are needed because of the SU(2) automorphism group of
the supersymmetry algebra.
4The choice of the boundary x5 = 0 is completely general since we can always make a change of
variables in the orbifold x′5 = x5 − piR interchanging both boundaries. Our only hypothesis is that all
chiral matter is located on the same boundary. Models with matter on both boundaries would give rise
to a different phenomenology.
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are given in Ref. [34, 19]. After eliminating the auxiliary field X3, we get 5
L5 =
[
|DµQ˜|2 + iq¯LσµDµqL −
√
2i(Q˜†λ1LqL + h.c.)
− Q˜†(∂5Σ)Q˜− g
2
2
∑
α
(Q˜†T αQ˜)2δ(x5)
− g2
∑
α
(Q˜†T αQ˜)(H† ia
(
σ3
)j
i
T αHaj )
]
δ(x5) . (2.7)
A similar expression to Eq. (2.7) holds for the couplings to the right-handed superfields.
After reducing the lagrangian (2.7) to 4D, one has in the physical basis
L4 = |DµQ˜|2 + iq¯LσµDµqL −
∞∑
n=−∞
√
2i(Q˜†λ(n)qL + h.c.)
−
√
2
∞∑
n=1
n
R
Q˜†Σ(n)Q˜− g
2πR
2
∑
α
(Q˜†T αQ˜)2δ(0)
− g
2
2
∞∑
n=−∞
∑
α
Q˜†T αQ˜
(
h(n)T αH(n) † + h.c.
)
, (2.8)
where
Dµ = ∂µ + iV
(0)
µ + i
√
2
∞∑
n=1
V (n)µ ,
δ(0) =
1
πR
∞∑
n=−∞
1 . (2.9)
and g is now the 4D gauge coupling that is related to the 5D gauge coupling by g|4D =
g|5D
√
πR.
The Yukawa couplings of the Higgs chiral superfield H2 to the quark superfields on
the boundary are given by
L5 =
[
ht
[
H22qLuR +Ψ
2
L(Q˜uR + qLU˜)− (∂5H21) Q˜U˜ + h.c.
]
− |htH22 Q˜|2 − |htH22 U˜ |2 − |htU˜Q˜|2δ(x5)
]
δ(x5) , (2.10)
5The last term in Eq. (2.7) comes from the interaction H† ia (σ
3)ji X
3Haj in the off-shell formulation
of the 5D lagrangian. Notice that this term was absent from Ref. [19] because only gauge fields were
supposed to live in the bulk therein. It will appear in general whenever there is matter in the bulk and in
the boundary with common gauge interactions. In our case no such term will appear for SU(3)c, while
terms mixing Q˜, U˜ , D˜, L˜ and E˜ in the boundary with the Higgs sector in the bulk, as in Eq. (2.7), will
appear for the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge groups.
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and a similar expression holds for the coupling of the Higgs multiplet H1 to the quark
superfields on the boundary with the Yukawa coupling hb.
After reduction to 4D, the lagrangian in Eq. (2.10) yields, in the physical basis,
L4 =
∞∑
n=−∞
[
ht√
2
(
h(n) −H(n)) qLuR + htH˜(n)L (Q˜uR + qLU˜) + h.c.
− h
2
t
2
[ ∣∣∣(h(n) −H(n)) Q˜∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣(h(n) −H(n)) U˜∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣Q˜U˜∣∣∣2 ]
− ht n + qR − qH√
2R
h(n) Q˜U˜ + ht
n+ qR + qH√
2R
H(n) Q˜U˜ + h.c.
]
. (2.11)
For the bottom sector one obtains
L4 =
∞∑
n=−∞
[
hb√
2
(
h(n) +H(n)
)†
qLdR + hbH˜
(n)
R (Q˜dR + qLD˜) + h.c.
− h
2
b
2
[ ∣∣∣(h(n) +H(n)) Q˜∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣(h(n) +H(n)) D˜∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣Q˜D˜∣∣∣2 ]
+ hb
n+ qR − qH√
2R
h(n)† Q˜D˜ + hb
n+ qR + qH√
2R
H(n)† Q˜D˜ + h.c.
]
. (2.12)
3 One-loop corrections
In the previous section we have depicted the tree-level structure of the model. Upon
compactification to 4D on S1/Z2 and supersymmetry breaking by the SS mechanism, the
mass spectrum and couplings of zero-modes and KK-excitations depend on two parameters
qR and qH . Even if supersymmetry is broken in the bulk, for qR = qH = ω there is
a massless Higgs doublet h(0), and EWSB should proceed by radiative corrections 6.
To achieve this task we have to compute the Higgs mass induced by one-loop radiative
corrections in the bulk or, more generally, the one-loop effective potential in the bulk in the
presence of a constant background Higgs field. On the other hand, supersymmetry, though
broken in the bulk by the SS mechanism, is unbroken on the boundary. Transmission of
supersymmetry breaking from the bulk to the boundary should proceed by radiative
corrections as we will see in this section. This transmission will be gauge mediated and
thus free of any problem related to flavour changing neutral currents. These issues will
be studied in the present section.
6 For the case qR 6= qH all Higgs doublets acquire a tree level mass ∼ 1/R, which would prevent the
possibility of EWSB for values of 1/R in the TeV range.
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3.1 Radiative corrections in the 5D bulk
We will start by considering the effect of a tower of KK-states with different masses for
bosons and fermions
m2B = (n+ qB)
2 1
R2
,
m2F = (n+ qF )
2 1
R2
, n = 0,±1,±2, ... (3.1)
We want to compute the one-loop effective potential for a massless scalar mode, φ (the
one to be associated with the SM Higgs field h(0)), induced by this tower of KK-states.
This is given in the Landau gauge (see Appendix A) by
V =
1
2
Tr
∫
d4p
(2π)4
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
p2 +M2(φ) +
(n+ qB)
2
R2
p2 +M2(φ) +
(n+ qF )
2
R2
 , (3.2)
where Tr is the trace over the number of degrees of freedom of the KK-tower andM2(φ) is
the φ-dependent mass of the KK-states. In Eq. (3.2) we must first perform the summation
over the KK-states and then integrate with respect to the momentum. The calculation
has been performed in Appendix B using techniques borrowed from finite temperature
calculations. We obtain
V =
1
128π6R4
Tr
[
V (rF , φ)− V (rB, φ)
]
, (3.3)
where
V (ri, φ) = x
2Li3(rie
−x) + 3xLi4(rie
−x) + 3Li5(rie
−x) + h.c. , (3.4)
x = 2πR
√
M2(φ) , ri = e
i2πqi , (3.5)
and Lin(x) are the polylogarithm functions
Lin(x) =
∞∑
k=1
xk
kn
.
As in finite temperature, the result is independent of the ultraviolet cutoff. The above
potential is monotonically decreasing (increasing) with x if qF < qB ≤ 1/2 (qB < qF ≤
1/2); therefore if only Eq. (3.3) is present, φ is driven to zero (infinity). We can expand
Eq. (3.4) for φ≪ 1/R (x≪ 1)
V (r, φ) = 3[Li5(r) + Li5(r
∗)]− x
2
2
[Li3(r) + Li3(r
∗)]
− x
4
8
ln
(1− r)2
−r +
1
15
x5 +O(x6) . (3.6)
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This expansion is only valid if r is not close to 1, for r = 1, the expansion is
V (r = 1, φ) = 6ζ(5)− ζ(3)x2 +
(
3
16
− 1
4
log x
)
x4 +
1
15
x5 +O(x6) , (3.7)
where ζ(x) is the Riemann-zeta function. Notice that the only odd-term in the x-power
expansion of the potential, x5, cancels (see also Appendix B) in (3.3). This means that
a cosmological phase transition in the 5D theory at temperatures T > 1/R, that can be
described by means of a genuine 5D field theory at finite temperature, is always second
order. A similar observation has been recently done in Ref. [17].
From Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6), we can obtain the mass of φ at the one-loop:
m2φ =
1
32π4
Tr
[
∆m2(qB)−∆m2(qF )
] dM2(φ)
d|φ|2
∣∣∣∣
φ=0
, (3.8)
where
∆m2(q) =
1
2R2
[
Li3(e
i2πq) + Li3(e
−i2πq)
]
. (3.9)
This coincides with the result in Ref. [31], and can be interpreted diagrammatically in
terms of the diagrams of Fig. 1. In particular, we can calculate the one-loop mass of h(0)
h(0) h(0)
Vµ
(n)
h(0) h(0)
λ(n)
H(n)
h(0) h(0)
Σ(n)
h(0) h(0)
h(n),H(n)
Figure 1: Diagrams that contribute to the squared-mass of the Higgs field h(0).
for the model described in the previous section in the case qR = qH = ω. Considering
only the SU(2)L interactions, Eq. (3.8) yields
m2φ =
g22
64π4
[
9∆m2(0) + 3∆m2(2ω)− 12∆m2(ω)] . (3.10)
The Higgs squared-mass at the origin, defined by Eq. (3.10), is positive definite and
therefore radiative corrections on the boundary will be required to trigger EWSB, as
we will see in the next sections. This procedure is a common one in theories where
supersymmetry breaking is gauge-mediated to the sector of squarks and sleptons. The
value of mφ defined by Eq. (3.10) is a monotonically increasing function of ω and takes
values in the range 0 < mφ < 4 × 10−2/R for 0 < ω < 1/2. Thus the scalar remains
around two orders of magnitude lighter than the compactification scale.
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3.2 Radiative corrections on the 4D boundary
The scalar fields on the boundary (i.e. squarks and sleptons) are massless at tree-level.
Nevertheless, since supersymmetry is broken in the 5D bulk, the breaking will be trans-
mitted to the fields on the boundary at the quantum level.
Let us consider the gauge corrections to the mass of Q˜. The interactions between Q˜
and the gauge supermultiplet are given in Eq. (2.8). At the one-loop level, the diagrams
that contribute to mQ˜ are given in Fig. 2. The first (last) two diagrams are provided by
Q Q
Vµ
(n)
Q Q
λ(n)
qL
Q Q
Σ(n)
Q Q
Q
Figure 2: Diagrams that contribute to the mass of Q˜ from the gauge sector.
the interactions in the first (second) line of Eq. (2.8), while no contribution at one-loop
comes from the terms in the third line of Eq. (2.8).
We must sum over the full tower of KK excitations. Using the methods of Appendix
B to sum over KK-states, the diagrams of Fig. 2 give
m2
Q˜
=
g2C2(Q)
4π4
[
∆m2(0)−∆m2(qR)
]
, (3.11)
where C2(Q) is the quadratic Casimir of the Q-representation under the gauge group
7,
and ∆m2(q) is given in Eq. (3.9).
The interactions of Q˜ with the Higgs sector can be read off from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12).
At the one-loop level the ht-corrections to the mass of Q˜ is provided by the diagrams of
Fig. 3. The result is given by
m2
Q˜
=
h2t
16π4
[
∆m2(qR + qH) + ∆m
2(qR − qH)− 2∆m2(qH)
]
. (3.12)
A similar expression to (3.12) holds for the hb-corrections.
7We are using the convention for the generators: TrTαRT
β
R = T (R)δ
αβ and TαRT
α
R = C2(R) · 1, where
R is a representation of the gauge group and the unit matrix 1 has dimension d(R)× d(R), where d(R)
is the dimensionality of R. In particular if N is the fundamental representation of SU(N), T (N) = 1/2
and C2(N) = (N
2 − 1)/(2N), and for the adjoint (Adj) representation, T (Adj) = C2(Adj) = N .
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Q Q
h(n),H(n)
Q Q
H(n)
uR
Q Q
h(n),H(n)
Q Q
U
Figure 3: Diagrams that contribute to the mass of Q˜ from the Higgs sector.
In this way one can compute the radiative corrections to the masses of the sfermions
Q˜, U˜ , D˜, L˜ and E˜, in the model presented in section 2. The result can be written as [31]:
m2
Q˜
=
(
8
6
α3 +
3
4
α2 +
1
60
α1
)
∆m2g +
1
2
(αt + αb)∆m
2
H ,
m2
U˜
=
(
8
6
α3 +
4
15
α1
)
∆m2g + αt∆m
2
H ,
m2
D˜
=
(
8
6
α3 +
1
15
α1
)
∆m2g + αb∆m
2
H ,
m2
L˜
=
(
3
4
α2 +
3
20
α1
)
∆m2g ,
m2
E˜
=
3
5
α1∆m
2
g , (3.13)
where
∆m2g =
[
∆m2(0)−∆m2(qR)
]
/π3 , (3.14)
and
∆m2H =
[
∆m2(qR + qH) + ∆m
2(qR − qH)− 2∆m2(qH)
]
/2π3 , (3.15)
with ∆m2(q) given in Eq. (3.9). In Eq. (3.13) we have kept only the Yukawa couplings
ht,b and defined αt,b = h
2
t,b/4π.
Finally we have computed the contribution of the KK-towers to the soft-breaking
trilinear couplings between two boundary and one bulk fields. This contribution arises
from gaugino loops as depicted in the diagram of Fig. 4. The leading contribution to the
parameter At is provided by the exchange of gluinos and given by, Ref. [31]:
At =
8
6
α3ht
2π2
[
i Li2(e
i2πqR)− i Li2(e−i2πqR)
] 1
R
. (3.16)
The mixing At vanishes at qR = 0, 1/2 and is bounded by |At| < 2×10−2/R. The relative
stop mixing is rather small: the function at(qR) ≡ At/mt˜ is monotonically decreasing
with qR and takes the values 0.33, 0.18, 0.12 and zero for qR = 1/10, 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2,
respectively.
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H22
Q U
qL
λ(n)
uR
Figure 4: Diagrams that contribute to At.
4 Electroweak symmetry breaking
In section 2 we have described the tree-level mass spectrum of all KK-excitations. In
particular we have seen that for qR = qH ≡ ω the zero mode h(0) is massless and thus a
good candidate to become the SM Higgs. It is useful to know how h(0) is identified with
the two Higgses of the MSSM, H1 and H2. The latter are scalars with the SM quantum
numbers (1, 2, 1/2) and (1, 2,−1/2), that couple respectively to the down and up fermion
sector. Therefore, we have from eqs. (2.11) and (2.12)
h(0) =
1√
2
(
σ2H∗1 +H2
)
, (4.1)
where σ2 acts on the SU(2)L indices of the Higgs doublet. In the range 0 < ω < 1/2 all
modes H(n) get masses proportional to 1/R and become supermassive. In particular, the
orthogonal field to (4.1), that includes the MSSM Higgs H0, H± and A, get a mass 2ω/R,
and then a zero VEV. This implies 〈H2〉 = 〈H1〉 or tan β = 1 in the MSSM language. On
the other hand, the Higgsino zero mode also gets a tree-level mass ω/R as we have seen
in Table 2. Therefore, there is no µ-problem in this class of models.
In order to find out whether there is a non-trivial minimum that can induce EWSB,
the effective potential of Eq. (3.3) has to be computed in the presence of the background
field φ ≡ √2〈h(0)〉. The effective potential in the bulk was given in Eq. (3.4) and the
background dependent masses which appear in Eq. (3.5) can be read off from the 5D
lagrangian Eq. (2.1). The mass of all KK-modes as well as the corresponding number of
degrees of freedom (df) coming from the SM group structure are displayed in Table 3,
where g2 is the SU(2)L gauge coupling. We are neglecting the U(1)Y interactions. The
counting of number of degrees of freedom is as follows. For the gauge fields we have three
degrees of freedom coming from the SU(2)L structure (a triplet) and three from the trace
over Lorentz indices in the Landau gauge. For the gauginos there are three degrees of
freedom from the SU(2)L structure and two from the Majorana nature of gauginos. For
the Higgsinos we have four degrees of freedom arising from their Dirac nature. Finally,
in the Higgs sector, since there are no quartic couplings involving only the h(n) field,
only some components of the H(n) field receive EWSB masses, in particular the charged
components and the real part of the neutral component (the imaginary part does only
receive the SS mass): a total of three degrees of freedom.
By using the squared-mass and degrees of freedom values from Table 3 in Eq. (3.3)
we see that the squared-mass term in the potential m2φ is positive for all values of ω
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Field df M
2(φ)
V
(n)
µ 3× 3 n
2
R2
+
1
4
g22φ
2
λ(n) 3× 2 (n+ ω)
2
R2
+
1
4
g22φ
2
H˜(n) 2× 2 (n+ ω)
2
R2
+
1
2
C2(H)g
2
2φ
2
H(n) 3
(n+ 2ω)2
R2
+
1
4
g22φ
2
Table 3: Degrees of freedom and background dependent masses for KK-modes.
(see Eq. (3.10) and comments that follow it), which prevents the existence of a non-
trivial EWSB minimum. However we have also to include in the one-loop potential the
contribution from the 4D fields in the boundary. Technically speaking this is a two-
loop contribution because the masses which appear there were generated at one-loop,
Eq. (3.13). However this correction can be numerically relevant, due to the smallness of
the bulk-generated mass at the origin for the Higgs field, and must be the leading two-loop
correction to the effective potential. This contribution takes the usual form:
V4−D =
1
64π2
StrM4
(
log
M2
Q2 −
3
2
)
, (4.2)
where M is the mass of the particle on the boundary which includes the EWSB con-
tribution from the Higgs field h(0) and Q is a renormalization scale. The only relevant
contribution to Eq. (4.2) is that coming from the top/stop sector 8. Now the one-loop
potential (4.2) is similar to the MSSM one, once we have introduced the soft-breaking
parameters from Eqs. (3.13) and (3.16). Finally we will choose the renormalization scale
Q as the boundary fixed by the lightest tree-level mass below which the theory can be
considered 4D, i.e. the gaugino/Higgsino mass ω/R.
Now we proceed in the following way. For a fixed value of 0 < ω < 1/2 we write
the full effective potential, Eqs. (3.3) plus (4.2), as a function of φ and R. By imposing
the condition that 〈φ〉 = 246 GeV we fix the value of the fifth dimension radius R 9 as
a function of ω and we can deduce from it the value of all soft-supersymmetry breaking
parameters as well as the mass of the light physical Higgs h(0). The latter is shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of ω. We see from Fig. 5 that the maximum value is achieved when
ω ∼ 1/3, and that for this particular value of ω the Higgs mass is ∼ 107 GeV. The
presence of a light Higgs is due to the fact that h(0) is a flat direction of the D-term
potential [29] and therefore its quartic coupling is zero at tree-level. The spectrum for
ω = 1
3
is presented in Table 4
8We can neglect the sbottom sector, since we have tanβ = 1, which would provide subdominant
contributions.
9We are not considering the compactification radius as a dynamical variable. Some ideas on how to
dynamically fix the value of R can be found in Ref. [31].
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Figure 5: Mass of the Higgs field coming from the minimization of the effective potential.
1/R mλ mQ˜ mL˜ mE˜
24 TeV 8 TeV 2.2 TeV 1 TeV 496 GeV
Table 4: Supersymmetric chiral spectrum for the model with ω = 1
3
.
for the supersymmetric chiral matter, and in Table 5
tan β mH˜ mH± = mH0 mA mh
1 8 TeV 15.9 TeV 15.8 TeV 107 GeV
Table 5: Higgs sector spectrum for the model with ω = 1
3
.
for the Higgs sector. For this case the shape of the effective potential is shown in Fig. 6.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
-3.0474
-3.04735
-3.0473
-3.04725
-3.0472
Figure 6: Effective potential (in TeV4) as a function of φ (in TeV).
We also plot in Fig. 7 the mass spectrum of this model as a function of ω. It is worth
noting that the overall shape is similar in every case and also similar to the one in Fig. 5.
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Figure 7: Masses of the different supersymmetric particles of the spectrum. From top
to bottom we have the Higgs-doublet, the gauginos and Higgsinos, the squarks, the left-
handed sleptons and the right-handed sleptons.
As can be seen in Tables 4, 5 this model predicts a rather heavy spectrum of supersym-
metric particles with the characteristic feature that the LSP is the right-handed selectron,
due to the fact that supersymmetry breaking is transmitted via gauge interactions. Having
the right-handed selectron as the LSP presents some cosmological difficulties. A possi-
ble way out is that R-parity is violated, so as the LSP is not stable. Other possibilities
were discussed in Ref. [31]. We must remark that the results on the light Higgs mass are
quite sensitive to the value of Q in Eq. (4.2); a little variation in this value, turns out to
make a large variation in its mass. This implies that there is a certain uncertainty in the
actual value of mh, that would be aminorated if the two-loop contributions are incorpo-
rated. Nevertheless, we think that this two-loop calculation is not needed yet, since the
experimental uncertainties on the values of ht and α3 are still large. Furthermore we do
not expect that the overall shape of the spectrum would be changed by these two-loop
corrections in the bulk.
Let us finally consider the case ω = 1/2. As we said, we have in this case two massless
scalars in the spectrum, h(0) and H(−1), that can be associated with the two Higgses of
the MSSM:
h(0) =
1√
2
[σ2H∗1 +H2] ,
H(−1) =
1√
2
[σ2H∗1 −H2] . (4.3)
Nevertheless, this model is phenomenologically problematic since in the limit ω = 1/2
the theory has a residual symmetry that does not allow for an H1H2 mixing term (i.e.,
Bµ = 0 in the MSSM language) and therefore the VEV of H1 is zero. To see that notice
that for ω = 1/2 the Higgsino n KK-mode (in Table 2) is degenerated with the −n − 1
KK-mode, and the h(n) KK-mode with the H(−n−1). Therefore the theory in the bulk and
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the boundary is invariant under the discrete transformation
h(n) ←→ H(−n−1) ,
H˜
(n)
L ←→ −H˜(−n−1)L ,
H˜
(n)
R ←→ H˜(−n−1)R ,
(Q˜, qL) ←→ (Q˜, qL) ,
(U˜ , uR) ←→ −(U˜ , uR) ,
(D˜, dR) ←→ (D˜, dR) . (4.4)
This symmetry implies H1 → H1 and H2 → −H2 and consequently no mixing-mass term
between the MSSM Higgses can be generated at any loop order. Note also that in the
limit ω = 1/2 the theory has also an R-symmetry, since the two Majorana gauginos λ(n)
and λ(−n−1) can combine to form a Dirac fermion. Consequently the trilinear terms (3.16)
are not generated in the limit ω = 1/2.
5 An alternative model
In this section we want to present a different possibility from the model studied above.
We will assume quarks and leptons live in the bulk but the two Higgs supermultiplets
live on the boundary. This possibility, although it suffers from the µ-problem, presents a
different and interesting phenomenology.
Quarks and leptons can arise from the zero modes of hypermultiplets. Compactifying
in S1/Z2, we can obtain a chiral theory with N = 1 supersymmetry
10. We can again use
the SS-mechanism to break supersymmetry. Taking qR 6= 0, the squarks and sleptons get
masses at the tree-level equal to qR/R, and the massless sector in the bulk corresponds
to the SM fermions and (as in the model above) to the SM gauge bosons. Now, however,
since the two Higgs doublets live on the boundary, the scalar Higgs and Higgsinos are
massless at tree-level. As in the model above, the scalar Higgses will get masses from their
interactions with the bulk 11 but the Higgsinos will remain massless at any loop order;
the model suffers from the µ-problem. To make the model phenomenological viable a
Higgsino mass must be generated. A simple way to give mass to the Higgsino is through
a nonzero VEV of a singlet S-field coupled to H1H2. We will not specify here how S
gets a VEV. We just want to point out that the phenomenology of this scenario is quite
different from the previous one. The Higgsinos are the LSPs. Since the gaugino mass
is very large, the charged Higgsino will be slightly heavier than the neutral Higgsino,
with a mass difference of few GeVs [35]. Therefore the LSP is a neutral particle that
does not present the cosmological problems of a charged one. The mass degeneracy of
10 In a string theory, if the Higgs live on the boundary (twisted sector of the orbifold) and the quarks live
in the bulk (untwisted sector), the Yukawa couplings can only be generated (to respect the Z2 symmetry
of the orbifold) through non-renormalizable couplings, as e.g., XH2qLuR, where X is a SM-singlet living
on the boundary (twisted sector) which acquire a VEV of the order of the high-scale Λ (cutoff).
11Notice that in this case, the finite one-loop contribution to the mass of H2 arising from the top/stop
sector (that live in the bulk) can be negative (this is given by Eq. (3.12) with qH = 0) and dominate over
the positive gauge contribution (Eq. (3.11)). This would make the EWSB easier and lead to a heavier
lightest Higgs mass.
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the Higgsinos, however, makes their detection problematic. The usual decay channel
H˜+ → H˜0eν cannot be used to detect H˜+, because of the lack of energy of the eν decay
products. In this case, the detection of the charged Higgsino must be carried out by
photon tagging.
6 Unification with SS supersymmetry breaking
The phenomenology of gauge coupling unification in the presence of extra dimensions was
studied in Refs. [9] where it was proven that a sufficient condition for unification is that
the ratio
Rij =
bKKi − bKKj
bMSSMi − bMSSMj
, (6.1)
does not depend on (i, j), where bMSSMi are the MSSM β-function coefficients and b
KK
i
those of the N=2 KK-excitations. Using bMSSM = (33/5, 1,−3) and bKK = (6/5,−2,−6)
for the model presented in section 2 and in Ref. [29], we can see that it does not satisfy
the necessary requirements to fulfill gauge coupling unification. This fact has recently
motivated the suggestion of enlarging the model with the extra hypermultiplets Fa (a =
1, 2) [8] which are SU(3)c × SU(2)L singlets and having hypercharge Y = 1. In Ref. [8]
it was proven that the enlarged model unifies as well as the MSSM provided that we can
introduce a supersymmetric mass term µF <∼ 1/R for the new fields, that can be done
by means of singlet fields getting non-zero VEVs. In this section we will discuss how to
incorporate the fields Fa in our formalism where the SS mechanism breaks supersymmetry
and how the extra µ-problem can be solved in a similar fashion as the µ-problem for Higgs
fields. Also we will study the issue of gauge coupling unification in the presence of SS
supersymmetry breaking.
Introduction of the hypermultiplets Fa in our formalism can be done along the same
lines as those leading to the mass spectrum and interactions of the hypermultiplets Ha in
section 2.1. In fact, the 5D lagrangian for the vector multiplet (V) and the hypermultiplets
F
a is given by Eq. (2.1) after replacing Ha → Fa, yielding mass eigenvalues as those
given in Table 2 after the replacement qH → qF . There is also the coupling of matter
supermultiplets on the boundary with the hypermultiplets Fa corresponding to the last
term of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). Note that by choosing qF 6= qR no massless modes do appear
in the spectrum and all zero modes will acquire masses <∼ 1/R, as required by gauge
coupling unification, without any need to introduce supersymmetric mass terms.
For scales Q ≪ 1/R the standard Coleman-Weinberg prescription for the gauge cou-
plings gives the one-loop result for the previous model,
α−1i (Q) = α−1i (Λ) +
bSMi
2π
ln
Mc
Q +
bMSSMi − bKKi
2π
ln
Λ
Mc
+
1
2
1
4π
∑
f∈V,Ha,Fa
b(f)T (Rf)
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ rM−2c
rΛ−2
d t
t
e−(n+ωf )
2tM2c , (6.2)
where the mass of the n − th KK-excitation of the f -field is (n + ωf)/R, we have al-
ready introduced the Z2 projection, Mc = 1/R, the cutoff coefficient is [9] r = π/4,
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bSM = (41/10,−19/6,−7) and the β-function coefficients b(f) are: b(gauge boson)=−11/3,
b(Weyl fermion)=2/3 and b(complex scalar)=1/3. They obviously satisfy the condition∑
f b
(f)T (Rf ) = b
KK
i where, for the enlarged MSSM model,
bKK = (18/5,−2,−6) . (6.3)
The last integral in (6.2)
I(ω) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ r
r(Mc/Λ)2
dx
x
e−(n+ω)
2x , (6.4)
can be computed with the help of the Poisson resummation formula
∞∑
n=−∞
e−(n+ω)
2x =
√
π
x
∞∑
n=−∞
e−
pi2
x
n2−2iπnω , (6.5)
and it can be approximated by
I(ω) = 4
( Λ
Mc
− 1 + 1
2
∞∑
n=1
cos(2πnω)
n
[
1− Erf(2n√π)] )
≃ 4
( Λ
Mc
− 1 + 1
4π
e−4π cos(2πω)
)
, (6.6)
where Erf is the error function and we have used its asymptotic expansion, which is
dominated by the n = 1 mode. The function (6.6) exhibits a tiny ω-dependence since
e−4π/4π ∼ 10−7.
Therefore Eq. (6.2) looks like
α−1i (Q) = α−1i (Λ) +
bSMi
2π
ln
Mc
Q +
bMSSMi − bKKi
2π
ln
Λ
Mc
+
bKKi
2π
(
Λ
Mc
− 1
)
, (6.7)
and unification proceeds, concerning KK-modes, as in the supersymmetric case.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have addressed the issue of extra dimensions at the TeV-scale as a
possible origin of electroweak breaking for the Standard Model, as well as the source of
soft breaking terms in its supersymmetric extensions. In a bottom-up approach we have
constructed a minimal extension of the MSSM in a five-dimensional space-time, with one
“large” space dimension with radius ∼ 1 TeV−1, which exhibits all the required features.
After compactification on the segment S1
/
Z2 the zero modes of the model constitute
the spectrum of the MSSM, while the non-zero Kaluza-Klein excitations are arranged
into N = 2 supermultiplets. When supersymmetry is broken by the Scherk-Schwarz
mechanism, making use of the underlying N = 2 SU(2)R algebra, the massless spectrum
in the Higgs and gauge sector coincides with that of the pure Standard Model while their
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fermionic partners acquire tree-level masses. Chiral sfermions are massless at the tree-
level, since chiral matter is supposed to live on the four dimensional boundary of the fifth
dimension.
Supersymmetry is gauge and Yukawa mediated to the chiral sector by radiative cor-
rections, which also trigger electroweak symmetry breaking. In those aspects the model
shares common features with any gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking model but
with a very characteristic spectrum. Electroweak breaking is achieved with a rather light
SM Higgs (lighter than ∼ 110 GeV), very heavy gauginos, Higgsinos and non-SM Higgses
(with masses ∼ 1/R), and chiral sfermions at some intermediate squared-masses (∼ αi/R2
where αi are either gauge or Yukawa couplings. The model does not suffer from any µ-
problem since there is an effective µ parameter ∼ 1/R: in fact both the Higgsinos and
the pseudoscalar Higgs acquire masses ∼ 1/R.
Gauge coupling running and unification in the presence of extra dimensions is stud-
ied when supersymmetry is broken by the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism. Concerning the
running, in the presence of the fifth dimension, we have computed the contribution from
a tower of KK-excitations with a mass given by (n + ω)/R. The leading contribution,
∼ (ΛR− 1), is ω-independent, while all the ω-dependence is concentrated in sub-leading
contributions which are corrections ∼ 10−7 cos(2πω), and therefore negligible.
The model we have presented in this paper must not be considered as a unique model,
with unique predictions, but rather as a representative of a class of models sharing com-
mon features: there is some extra dimension(s) at the TeV-scale which triggers, through
the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism, the breaking of supersymmetry and the electroweak sym-
metry. Other possibilities, apart from the minimal model we have studied in great detail,
have been pointed out, that offer a wide and rich variety of different phenomenological
outcomes. Since the common feature of all these models is the appearance of extra dimen-
sions at the TeV-scale, they are testable at present and future accelerators, which makes
it worth pursuing their analysis and, in particular, the search of their experimental signa-
tures. From a more fundamental point of view it would be important to find consistent
string vacua reducing to our models at low energies: e.g. D4-branes in compactifications
of Type IIA orientifolds or D5-branes in Type I (I’) or Type IIB orientifolds. Some of
these ideas are at present being investigated [6, 8, 36].
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A Gauge Fixing
In this appendix we will show that, in the 5D Landau gauge, the goldstone boson V
(n)
5
decouples from the lagrangian. This is a nice feature of the five dimensional theory.
We start with the kinetic gauge boson lagrangian plus a gauge fixing term 12 in five
dimensions:
L5 = −1
4
FMNFMN − 1
2ξ
(∂MV
M)2 . (A.1)
Dimensional reduction of (A.1) leads to the following expression:
L4 =
∞∑
n=0
(
−1
4
F (n)µνF (n)µν +
n2
2R2
V (n)µ V
(n)µ − 1
2ξ
(∂µV
(n)µ)2
)
+
∞∑
n=1
(
1
2
∂µV
(n)
5 ∂
µV
(n)
5 −
n2
2ξR2
V
(n)2
5 +
n
R
(
1
ξ
− 1
)
∂µV
(n)µV
(n)
5
)
. (A.2)
The propagators for V
(n)
µ and V
(n)
5 , using Eq. (A.2), are given by
〈V (n)µ V (n)ν 〉 =
−i
p2 − n2
R2
(
ηµν + (ξ − 1) pµpν
p2 − ξ n2
R2
)
,
〈V (n)5 V (n)5 〉 =
i
p2 − n2
ξR2
. (A.3)
Taking now the limit ξ → 0 in Eq. (A.3) we obtain the normal propagator for a massive
gauge boson in the Landau gauge, but we note that the propagator for the goldstone
boson vanishes, so V
(n)
5 decouples from the lagrangian for each mode. The conclusion is
that the Landau gauge in five dimensions leads to the Landau gauge in four dimensions
for the gauge bosons and to the unitary gauge for the goldstone bosons.
B The effective potential
In this appendix we will compute the effective potential corresponding to a tower of
bosonic and fermionic KK-modes with masses given by Eq. (3.1). The basic integral we
have to compute is then:
V =
1
2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
[
ℓ2E2 + (n+ ω)2π2
]
, (B.1)
where ℓ = πR is the length of the segment, ω is either qB or qF in (3.2), a global minus
sign has to be added in the case of fermions, and E2 = p2 +M2(φ).
12We consider first an abelian theory, the translation to the non-abelian case being straightforward.
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We will first evaluate the infinite sum over the KK-modes in
W =
1
2
∞∑
n=−∞
ln
[
(ℓ E)2 + (n+ ω)2π2
]
, (B.2)
or equivalently, in
∂W
∂E
= ℓ2E
∞∑
n=−∞
1
(ℓ E)2 + (n+ ω)2π2
, (B.3)
by means of well known techniques used in field theory at finite temperature. To this end
we will make use of the identity
1
(ℓ E)2 + (n + ω)2π2
= 2i lim
z→(n+ω)π
z − (n+ ω)π
e2iz − e2iωπ
e2iωπ
(ℓ E)2 + z2
, (B.4)
and replace the infinite sum in (B.3) by an integral in the complex plane z over a contour
which is the sum of the contours encircling anti-clockwise the infinite number of poles
along the real axis at z = (n + ω)π. We now deform this contour into a contour going
from +∞ + iǫ to −∞ + iǫ (which can be closed clockwise at |z| → ∞) and a contour
going from −∞− iǫ to +∞− iǫ (which can equally be closed clockwise at |z| → ∞), and
make use of the residues theorem to perform the integral over z. This easily yields,
W = ℓ E +
1
2
{
ln
(
1− re−2ℓE)+ ln(1− 1
r
e−2ℓE
)}
, (B.5)
where r = exp(−2iωπ), which corresponds to the decomposition of the effective potential
as
V = V (∞) + V (R) . (B.6)
The first term in (B.6) comes from the first term in (B.5) and provides a genuine 5D
effective potential. It corresponds to the decompactification limit (R→∞) of the theory
and it is similar to the zero-temperature term which is obtained in field theory at finite
temperature calculations. Since the 5D theory is not renormalizable, it must be computed
by introducing a physical cutoff Λ in the integral. Then the integral can be given an
analytical form as
V (∞) = ℓ
∫
d4p
(2π4)
√
p2 +M2(φ)
=
ℓ
16π2
{
4
15
M5 +
2
15
√
Λ2 +M2
(
3Λ4 + Λ2M2 − 2M4)} . (B.7)
Notice that upon expansion of (B.7) in powers of M the only odd power is given by the
M5-term. This term cancels the similar one in the expansion of V (R) (see Eq. (3.6)) and
there is no odd-power term in the expansion of the effective potential 13. However, in a
13This is in contradistinction with the case of a 4D theory at finite temperature where there is an
M3-term in the bosonic expansion, which triggers first-order phase transitions. As a consequence, in a
5D theory at finite temperature the phase transition should be of second-order.
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supersymmetric theory V
(∞)
B = V
(∞)
F and the contributions to the effective potential from
V (∞) do cancel. The second term in (B.6) comes from the last two terms in (B.5) which
yields, upon integration over angular variables,
V (R) =
1
32π6R4
∫ ∞
0
dy y
[
ln
(
1− re−2
√
y+(πRM)2
)
+
(
r → 1
r
)]
. (B.8)
Finally, the y-integral can be performed analytically giving the result that can be found
in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4).
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